Ethical Hunting takes Game and Other Hunters into account

What factors into an ethical approach to hunting? Quite simply, it starts with keeping wildlife and other hunters in mind as you head outdoors, writes John Schandelmeier in an interesting column in the Anchorage Daily News.

“When we hunt, we must remember that hunting is similar to a bank loan,” the Alaska outdoorsman writes. “Follow the rules and pay back everything that was borrowed.”

Some highlights of his recommended approach:

- Don’t shoot if you have any doubts about whether you’ll hit your target.
- Make sure you don’t just carry out what is edible to you; carry out the parts that would be edible to most people.
- And make every effort to track down wounded game.

PotlatchDeltic is a firm believer in ethical hunting practices, matching our commitment to responsible land use for the properties we manage and sell. Contact one of our Preferred Brokers today to learn more about how a PotlatchDeltic property in Idaho, Minnesota, Arkansas, Mississippi or Alabama could be the perfect fit for your hunting needs.
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